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Plot Builder is the easy-to-
use writing program that can
help you develop, organize,
and structure your story.
Using the industry standard
three-act excitement graph,
you are able to easily develop
a storyline that matches the
familiar structure. With Plot
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Builder you can: -
Dynamically place story
elements upon the three-act
excitement graph. - Make a
plot outline that will help you
establish story points in your
story and develop a timeline.
- Dynamically place story
elements in Act 1 and Act 2
to use as scenes or subplots.
- Write your entire
manuscript or just to
organize and build your story
for reference. - Easily
develop a Plot Line that you



can use to quickly plot your
story. - Take notes in a
simple to read format. -
Convert your notes and story
outline to easily formatted
screenplay format or e-book.
- Use plot diagrams to easily
keep track of your story. -
Easily export your story with
built-in compression options.
- Plotter supports Project-to-
Screen option for Plotting
Scripts to Full-Motion-Video.
- Utilizes Word-Reference
and a Customizable Table of



Contents to organize story
points. - Add images to your
story that can then be
converted to postcard size or
print out. - Allow you to
easily add or delete story
elements or scenes. -
Compress your file for faster
loading in storyboards and
final projects. - Produce an e-
Book for your project to
include with your project
files. Highlights: - Easily
export your story with built-
in compression options. -



Take notes in a simple to
read format. - Easily export
your story with built-in
compression options. -
Produce an e-Book for your
project to include with your
project files. - Allow you to
easily add or delete story
elements or scenes. ProStory
- Screenwriting & Writing
Software Review The past
few years have seen a lot of
great writing software
programs make their way
onto the market, but few of



them really, truly innovate
the process of screenwriting
or creative writing. ProStory
is one of the few programs
that I've found that actually
has a serious impact on the
way that I write. Whether
you are an experienced
writer who is looking to do
some serious research, or
someone who's never written
anything more than a script
for the theater, ProStory will
improve your work, the
quality of it, and the time
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Plot Builder is the simple
solution to visualize and
develop your story in correct
industry standard format.
The Plot Builder workflow
organizes your story by Act,
Scene and Dialogue. With an
Excitement Graph you can
quickly and easily construct a
visually-based outline for
your project. Plot Builder’s
data-structure allows the
most efficient non-linear



approach to writing. Add,
delete and modify story
elements, add/delete scene
breaks, and build scenes with
ease. Built-in bookmarks
provide easy navigation while
the action-grid layout
enables quicker and more
efficient note-taking. There’s
even a hidden character list!
Enjoy the freedom of working
in Plot Builder the way you
think about your story.
PLOTBUILDER UPGRADED
FEATURES: New! Plot



Builder 3.0.1 • The easiest
Plot Builder yet! • Additional
improvement in stability and
responsiveness. • Improved
Character Sheet and Text
Clippings. • Added option to
Auto-Bookmark Scenes. •
Added option to Auto-
Bookmark Scenes and Undo.
• Enhanced Chat UI. • Added
ability to export text from the
Character Sheet and Scenes.
• Enhanced Bookmarks (non-
bookmarks) for Scenes. •
Added option to Auto-Delete



Scenes or Scenes with lots of
Undo/Redo. • Added Option
to Edit Scenes and Place
Undo/Redo/Delete buttons to
Scene. • Added Option to
Copy/Paste Scene Text and
Actions. • Added ability to
copy or paste texts between
scenes. • Added option to
Auto-Bookmark Scenes. •
Added option to Auto-
Bookmark Scenes and Undo.
• Added options to Auto-
Delete Scenes or Scenes with
lots of Undo/Redo. • Added



ability to Un-Bookmark
Scenes or Scenes with lots of
Undo/Redo. • Added option
to Auto-Delete Scene
Undo/Redo. • Added ability
to Edit Scene Content. •
Enhanced Bookmarks (non-
bookmarks) for Scenes. •
Added option to Auto-Delete
Scene Undo/Redo. • Added
option to Auto-Delete Scenes
or Scenes with lots of
Undo/Redo. • Added option
to Auto-Bookmark Scenes or
Scenes with lots of



Undo/Redo. • Added option
to Auto-Bookmark Scenes. •
Added ability to select all
characters with Text Color
Change or Different Styles. •
Added 2edc1e01e8
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* Send, Edit, Receive and
Manage Emails. * Work with
rich formatting features to
meet all your formatting
needs. * Export Emails as
Word Docs. * Manage
multiple folders from
anywhere. * Create a rich
document library to sort and
organize your emails. * Add
logos and images to emails. *
Add or delete contacts from
your addressbook. *



Schedule the order of your
emails. * Mute or unmute
contacts with a single click. *
Sort your contacts in groups.
* Receive notifications to
change the status of your
emails. * Create a reminder
for your important emails. *
Synchronize contacts from
your BlackBerry device. *
Email template options. *
Integrated email signature
creation. * Export your
emails as HTML to your
desktop. * Various email



templates to use for your
emails. * Smart email
composition options. * Spell
checking. * Highlight and
Comment your emails. *
Exclude or Include email
accounts to filter emails. *
Back and Forward from
email to email. * Text
message support. *
Automatically forward text
messages to emails. * Text
messaging limits. * Auto-
delete emails. * Auto-reply to
emails. * Save mails as



Drafts. * Mark emails as
read. * Search and locate
emails. * Backup and restore
your email accounts. *
Decide what to send based
on the weather conditions. *
Create and track your tasks
with reminders. * Create a
reminder for your tasks. *
Auto-sending of your email. *
Monitor your email account.
* Delete a single email
account with a single click. *
Save time. * Write smarter
emails. * Chat through your



mobile phone and use email
addresses. * Automatically
add your email address to
Blackberry. * Add your
contacts in Blackberry. *
Emulate Outlook on your
Blackberry. * Set reminders
for your tasks. * Send and
receive your emails from
your Blackberry. * Work
efficiently with your
Blackberry. * See your
Blackberry on the web. * Add
a picture to your emails. *
Send and receive your emails



in your Blackberry. * Auto-
reply to all your emails. *
Export your emails as HTML
or Word Docs. * See the
details of your emails in your
Blackberry. * Create and
manage mailing lists with
your Blackberry.
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All of our features are
bundled and built into one
easy-to-use application. Fully
supported on both the Mac
and Windows. Learn how to
use Plot Builder and get in-
depth advice from our
experts. The Plot Builder
eBook is FREE with Plot
Builder software. Imagine, if
you will, a time when all of
us used to write notes on
scrap paper, sticky notes, or
even stored them in notepads
or paper books. Now, let’s



imagine a time when we took
notes on an electronic device
and then used a database
application to save them. And
then we wrote out the notes,
then we turned them into
text, and then we saved them
into a word processing
document. Today, we don’t
do that because the time has
come when we can just take
notes on a pad or even on a
screen and then keep them in
the cloud. We can do it all
through software. So how



does that happen? A
database is a great way to
organize data. We can set up
and store it in a very orderly
way. We can see all of our
data. We can go through the
data, we can add new data to
it, we can edit data. We can
update data. We can delete
data. We can export data. We
can import data. We can set
up fields. We can set up
tables. So, you have data.
You have it right there on
your computer. You want to



keep it there. You don’t want
to have to do anything with
it. You just want to store it
there. And so you want to
take your data and put it in a
database. What about when
we have to go back and edit
it? When you have data in a
database and then you want
to go back and edit it, you
have to do something special.
You’re going to have to edit
it in a special way. First, you
have to take it out of the
database. You have to export



it out of the database. You
have to put it into a word
processing document. You
have to go through and read
it. After you’ve read it, you
can then start making
changes to the data. You can
add a new field. You can
change what it says. You can
change how it’s saved. When
you’re finished making your
changes, then you have to
save it. You have to go back
to the database and you have
to import the new data in.



So, if you have a database
application, then you have all
of your data right there. You
don’t have to worry about
storing your data. You can
just go back and edit it and
make changes. Once you’ve
done that, then you can just
click on the database
application and then you can
just save that data into a
word processing document



System Requirements:

Requires a Dual Core CPU
Dual Core CPU Dual Core
CPU Dual Core CPU RAM 8
GB RAM 8 GB RAM 8 GB
RAM GPU NVIDIA GTX 1080
Graphics Card NVIDIA GTX
1080 Graphics Card This
game requires a VR-Ready
PC, or VR-Ready PC with an
Oculus Rift, HTC Vive, or
Windows Mixed Reality
Headset for a smooth, VR-
ready gaming experience
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